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Cognition



Animal cognition - mental capacities of animals: conditioning and learning, and

processing and applying the acquired knowledge/skills.

Cognition domains in the form of Bloom’s pyramid (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001)

Bloom's taxonomy - a set of hierarchical

models used to classify educational

learning objectives into levels of

complexity and specificity; named after

Benjamin Bloom (chair of the

committee of taxonomy educators)



How similar is human and animals cognition?

Could/can animals do what we believe is human-only thing to do?

Recommended book, Franz de Waal, 2016

https://www.amazon.com/Are-Smart-Enough-Know-Animals/dp/0393353664


Under Morgan’s Canon, many animal behaviours can and should be
explained in the simplest possible way. Often, where behaviour seems
to imply higher mental processes (insight), it might be explained by
“simple” trial-and-error learning (principle of parsimony/Occam’s razor)
or latent learning.

Lower order cognitive skills: 
- recall, know facts, predict close future

Higher-order cognition (thinking/language):

- calculations and computations,
- abstracting/concept formation
- judgment
- decision-making
- organising and planning
- problem solving



Calculations and computations



CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

Do animals care about numbers?

Clever Hans effect - when an individual
senses what someone (e.g. researcher)
wants them to do, even though they are
not deliberately being given signals.
Important to take into account when
testing animals (and human) intelligence



CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

Systems of number processing:

All observed in human and animals (with similarities and differences).

1) The approximate number system (ANS)

2) Parallel individuation system (PIS)

3) Subitising (subito - just/suddenly)

4) Sequence ordering/ordinality



CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

Approximate number system (ANS) -

imprecise, to estimate quantities;

based on the effect of distance and

size of numbers (Weber-Fechner law

- the ratio of numbers matters more

than their absolute value).

The most basic systems, possibly the

same brain areas in animals and

humnas, e.g. dogs (Autlet 2019).

Aulet et al (2019) Biology Letters 15, 20190666

ratio: 0.5 ratio: 0.9

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwBbMLdm75o


CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

ANS example, baboons can differentiate the amount of food (video)

the most different (0) to more similar (1)

Barnard et a (2013) Frontiers in Psychology 4: 1-11

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pnbNfCQFm2Q


CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

ANS example, chimps attacks only if the intruder is alone 

and the attacking party consists of at least three inds



Parallel individuation system (PIS) -

object tracking system, a non-symbolic

cognitive system that supports the

representation of numerical values from

zero to three or four (i.e. encodes the

exact numerical identity of the individual

items).

Hard to study in animals.

CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

Kerry et al. (2005) Current Biology 15 (11): 1034–1038



CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

Egremont and Rothschild (1979) Biological Journal of Linnean Society 12:181–186. 



Subitizing - quick and effortless determination of the number of sets up to 4 elements.

CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

For example, experiment with macaques -

although could be attributed to PIS, the act

of comparing groups of small numbers

suggests subitizing, especially as the

experiment broke down when the numbers

reached above four

Hauser et al (2000) Proceedings of the Royal Society of London Series B: Biological Sciences 267 (1445): 829–833



Sequence ordering/ordinality - the

ability to recognise consecutive symbols

or quantities. Evidence from primates

(e.g. rhesus*, chimps).

Chimpanzee challenge (video)

CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

*Brannon and Terrace HS (2000) Journal of Experimental Psychology 26 (1): 31–49

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zsXP8qeFF6A


CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS

Sequence ordering/ordinality - the

ability to recognise consecutive symbols

or quantities. Evidence from primates

and birds!

Alex (video)

Pepperberg and Gordon (2005) Journal of Comparative Psychology. 119 (2): 197–209.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJ-TTY11h3g


CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS – THE CONCEPT OF ZERO

Four stages of understanding:

Stage One: Understanding zero as the absence of something, such as the absence of
food on a plate. This first level is probably switched on early in visual processing.

Stage Two: Understanding zero as "nothing" vs. "something", such as the presence or
absence of light in a room. "Nothing" is thus treated as a meaningful behavioural
category.

Stage Three: Understanding that zero can have a numerical value and belongs to the
lower end of the positive number line. For example: 0 < 1 < 2 < 3 etc. (where < means
"less than").

Stage Four: Understanding that zero can be assigned a symbolic representation that can
be used in modern mathematics and calculations, for example: 1 - 1 = 0.



CALCULATIONS AND COMPUTATIONS – THE CONCEPT OF ZERO

Bees do understand what NULL means (video)

Howard et al (2018). Science 360 (6393): 1124-1126.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQkP85I2UJM&t=71s


Problem solving



Problem solving - a set of activities engaged in to achieve a given goal; performed in 
various ways (simple/complex), requires appropriate processing of information.

PROBLEM SOLVING

Performed by:

a) analysis of cause and effect relationships

b) applying innovation

c) using (making) tools



PROBLEM SOLVING – cause and effect

A careful analysis of the situation, with
understanding of cause and effects lead to a
solution of the task, e.g. Caledonian crows
and Aesop fable paradigm* (video).

Jelbert et al. (2014) Plos ONE 9(3): e92895

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZerUbHmuY04


PROBLEM SOLVING – innovation

Coming up with something "out of the ordinary„, e.g. Barbadian finches living in a
city are better at solving problems than their wild counterparts (probably due to
experiencing "non-standard" conditions associated with city life); video

Audet et al (2015) Behavioral Ecology. 27 (2): 637–644

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KaE8z95KboE


PROBLEM SOLVING – tool usage

Using any kind of tool in order to achieve a goal. Originally thought to be a skill
possessed only by humans but it has been already demonstrated that a wide range of
animals, including mammals, birds, fish, cephalopods and insects, do use tools.

Bernardi G (2011) Coral Reefs. 31: 39

indirect use, 
e.g fish (video)

direct use, 
e.g chimps (video)

direct use, 
e.g crows (video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_MYQy_eeTQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2TBicMRLtA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gui3IswQ0DI


PROBLEM SOLVING – tool making

In the lab (video)

In the field (video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtmLVP0HvDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZM9GpLXepU


Tool usage – a study case



Concepts and categories

Enable animals (and humans) to organise the world into functional groups; these groups may consist of perceptually
similar objects or events, different things that share a common function, relations such as same vs different, or
relations between relations such as analogies.

Complicated and challenging methodology.

Levenson RM, Krupinski EA, Navarro VM, Wasserman EA (2015) 
Pigeons (Columba livia) as Trainable Observers of Pathology and Radiology Breast Cancer Images. PLoS ONE 10(11): e0141357.



Concepts and categories

Rex is agressive! -> all labradors are nasty bastards…

Categorization of a little squirrel:



Concepts and categories

Subtleties of categorization:

humans are bad vs not all humans are bed

See the experiment on the brown skuas

(video).

Lee WY, Han YD, Lee S im, et al (2016) 
Antarctic skuas recognize individual humans. Anim Cogn 19:861–865

Own-race bias - tendency to more easily 
recognize faces that belong to one’s own 
racial group. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5INsdKej0ow


Natural categories

Bees can form a conceptual representation of an above/below spatial relationship.



Functional or associative categories

food/no food
no food/food

Vaughan Jr W (1988). Formation of equivalence sets in pigeons. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Animal Behavior Processes. 14: 36–42

Pigeons could categorise the pictures in each set 

as functionally equivalent.



Rule learning

A rule consists of the order in which a series of events occur. The use of a rule is evident if the animal learns to 

distinguish between different orders of events and to transfer this distinguishability to new events arranged in 

the same order. Studied in rats, horses, and chickens.

Murphy RA, Mondragón E, Murphy VA (2008) Rule learning by rats. Science 319 (5871): 1849-51

Runaway paradigm – one of the research methods to study animals strength of motivation to do something; time needed to run 
away from the situation, and or the speed of running away is measured. An alternative is choice tests, when an animal go for the 
preferred option.



Decision making

Different strategies to make a decision have been developed during the evolutionary process

(to eat, reproduce, rest, etc), and they are modified by the animal's experience,

and cognitive bias.

Cognitive bias - refers to a systematic pattern of deviation from the norm or rationality in judgement, whereby
conclusions about situations may be drawn in an illogical way; illustrated by the answer to the question: "Is the
glass half empty or half full?" (pessimist vs optimist answer).



Decision making

Rygula R, Pluta H, Popik P (2012). Laughing rats are optimistic. PLOS ONE. 7 (12): e51959

An example: 

Tickling induced positive emotions 
which are directly indexed in rats by laughter, 
can make animals more optimistic 
while making their decision.



Theory of mind (ToM)

An extension to animals of the philosophical and psychological concept, sometimes known as mentalisation or

mind-reading; involves an inquiry into whether animals have the ability to attribute mental states (such as

intention, desires, pretending, knowledge) to themselves and others, including recognition that others have

mental states that are different from their own.

Extremally challanging methodology



Theory of mind – Knower-Guesser

Catala A, Mang B, Wallis L, Huber L (2017) Animal Cognition

Example, an experiment with dogs



Theory of mind – Knower-Guesser

Catala A, Mang B, Wallis L, Huber L (2017) Animal Cognition

Dogs demonstrate perspective taking based on geometrical gaze following 
in a Guesser–Knower task



Theory of mind – Competitive feeding paradigm

Heyes, C (2014) Animal mindreading: what’s the problem? Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 22(2), 313–327

An experiment with chimps:  

ToM if subordinates approach the food when: 

• the dominant's door is closed 
during trials with a single baiting event; 

• the dominant's door is open 
during a first baiting event 
but closed during a second; 

Concl: evidence on ToM



Theory of mind – Goggles method



Theory of mind – False Belief test

Another evidence on ToM
from experiments on chimps (video)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPPloZynLNg&t=88s


Cognition - biological constraints

Animals vary greatly

in their cognitive and learning abilities,

reflecting their evolutionary history

and instinctive behaviour in the wild.



Cognition - biological constraints

Instinctual drift – affects interpretation of
cognitive research; tendency to revert to
instinctive behaviour (after learnining).

For example, a raccoon taught to put coins
in a box may revert to rubbing the coins
with its paws (as when foraging).



Cognition - biological constraints

The size of brain correlates with the level of cognitive abilities



Encephalization quotient (EQ) - ratio between observed to predicted brain mass for an
animal of a given size, based on nonlinear regression on a range of reference species.

Cognition - biological constraints

Ew(brain) = 0.12 * w(body)^2/3





Evolution of cognitive abilities

• convergent evolution

• factors facilitating cognitive abilities:

• social life (higher social structure = higher cognition)

• sex and relationships (cognition matters, e.g. hummingbirds)

• finding/caching food (with evidence of future planning, e.g jays)



Araya-Salas M, Gonzalez-Gomez P, Wojczulanis-Jakubas K, et al (2018) 
Spatial memory is as important as weapon and body size for territorial ownership in a lekking hummingbird. Scientific Reports 8:

Cognition matters, e.g. hummingbirds



Araya-Salas M, Gonzalez-Gomez P, Wojczulanis-Jakubas K, et al (2018) 
Spatial memory is as important as weapon and body size for territorial ownership in a lekking hummingbird. Scientific Reports 8:

Cognition matters, e.g. hummingbirds


